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FASHION

L’Avventura
Jet away to Italy’s romantic 

Lake Como for this 
month’s evocative 

fashion story. pg 86
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LIFESTYLE

L
eaving milan at the crack of dawn on an early 
autumn day requires a will of steel for me, a non-
morning person. Barely half an hour into the journey, 
any misgivings harboured about this early jaunt are 
wholly forgotten as my bleary eyes perked up at the 

sight of kilometre after kilometre of the most glorious deep-
blue waters coming into view as we speed towards tremezzo, a 
beautiful little town on the shores of Lake como.

It is no exaggeration that poet Woodsworth described the 
Lake como region as “a treasure which the earth keeps to itself”. 
Like icing on a cake, this famous volcanic lake in northern Italy 
comes framed with postcard-perfect mountains, from which the 
sun is now emitting its first golden rays for the day. Nature takes 
a dramatic approach in foretelling a brilliant day ahead, a gift 
not to be taken for granted in this locale which can get pretty 
cold and wet during winter, I was told. As it is, the weather gods 
are smiling down on us, bestowing us with blue skies, sunshine 
and just-right temperature as we make our way to grand Hotel 
tremezzo.
 

Location
A stretch of fairytale towns with colourful candy-hued houses 
dot the banks of Lake como, making for a delightful view en 
route to grand Hotel tremezzo. standing majestically at the 

Lake 
charming

Head to the memorable Grand Hotel 
Tremezzo for some lakeside dolce vita 

in a holiday of a lifetime

fitted with technogym equipment. Don’t miss out on a walk 
along the Panoramic Path which brings you up the hill behind 
the hotel into the tranquility of a 20,000 sq mt park.
 

Dining, speciaL events, 
excursions
World famous Italian chef maestro gualtiero marchesi oversees 
the five outlets of the hotel: fine Italian cuisine at La terazza, 
informal meals at L’Escale Fondue & Wine Bar, sunset cocktails 
at t Bar, t Pizza at the park and barbeques at t Beach. the 
enchanting atmosphere and top-notch facilities of grand Hotel 
tremezzo make it an ideal venue to celebrate special moments 
at, be it weddings, anniversaries or birthdays.

Five minutes’ walk away from the hotel is the 18th century 
Villa carlotta with its botanical gardens and art collections. Villa 
Balbianello, where scenes from casino Royale and star Wars 
have been filmed, is a very short boat ride from the hotel, as 
is the ‘pearl of Lake como’, Bellagio, with its exquisite villas. 
something that comes highly recommended is a private cruise 
on the t Limo service aboard the hotel’s restored 1961 Venetian 
landa or motor launch for the ultimate discovery of Lake como 
allure in truly glamorous Italian style. 

Grand Hotel tremezzo, via regina, 8, 22019 tremezzo, lago di Como, 
+39 0344 42491, www.grandhoteltremezzo.com

confluence of the lake’s two branches, the palatial hotel offers 
a breathtaking view of Bellagio which sits right across the 
shimmering waters of the lake, etched into a scenic backdrop 
of the grigne mountains. All this is at the close proximity of 
an hour’s drive or so from milan and its major airports. If you 
choose to travel by rail, the driving time from como’s main train 
stations to the hotel is just around thirty minutes.
 

First impressions
Upon arrival at the hotel, there is a lift to bring hotel guests to 
the lobby with relative ease.  Alternatively, a short climb up one 
of the two flights of stone steps flanking the hotel from its base 
brings one to the hotel lobby where a gorgeous vista of Lake 
como awaits. the whole scenario resembles a movie scene 
straight off say, ocean’s twelve. Built in 1910, the hotel being 
one of the five oldest luxury hotels at Lake como has retained 
its characteristically Art Nouveau original facade and interiors, 
exuding retro grandeur, yet remaining warm and inviting. on 
arrival, it’s a good idea to refresh with a drink ordered from the 
adjacent t Bar or chill at the more intimate sala musica and sala 
Biliardo lounges to soak in the ambience.
 

accommoDation
the hotel has a wonderful range of eighty rooms and twelve 
suites, starting from the super luxurious Rooftop Floor suites 
with private terraces and outdoor heated jacuzzis. At the heart 
of the hotel are four unique historical suites of the original 
palace: suite carlotta, suite greta, suite maria (Honeymoon 
suite) and suite Aurelia. offering equally comfortable stays are 
the eight Deluxe Rooms with 180° view of the lake at the palace 
corners and the two Family Rooms at Villa Emilia, adjacent to the 
main palace building.
 

FaciLities
grand Hotel tremezzo has the makings of a mini aquatic 
playground with its three luscious pools to immerse and relax 
in. First is the Flowers Pool set at the hotel’s century-old gardens, 
followed by WaterontheWater, a pool brilliantly built into the 
lake itself with a wide-angled view of Bellagio. Last but not 
least, the t spa Infinity Pool makes for a super private place to 
rejuvenate in. For a dose of pampering, make an appointment 
at t spa, a wellness haven offering EsPA treatments plus the 
twin sanctums of an indoor infinity pool and a relaxation lounge 
with a breathtaking view of Lake como.

sun worshippers will find sunbathing opportunities at t 
Beach, a classic lido with real sand next to the WaterontheWater 
floating pool, an absolute delight. the hotel is also equipped 
with clay courts for a spot of tennis and even a compact gym 

TEXT Tan Siok Hoon

Grand Hotel Tremezzo’s 
gorgeous location at 
Lake Como with its 
classic lido, T Beach, and 
the WaterontheWater 
pool built into the lake.

 The relaxation 
lounge at T Spa

Park View room

Rooftop Floor 
Front Suite

The terrace of a 
Rooftop Floor 
Front suite.

Aerial view of the 
WaterontheWater pool.

 T Pizza outdoor 
cafe surrounded by 

the Flowers Pool 
and park greens.

Suite Greta
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The scene is seT aT Lake como where a 

beauTifuL spring day cavorTs wiTh The easy 

gLamour of resorT Looks To usher in a 

deLicious new romance
L’Avventura

Him:  
Shirt, jacket and 
trousers, all Prada; 
shoes, model’s own

Her: 
Top, pants, belt and 
Baguette bag (on 
table), all Fendi; 
sandals, Gucci



Him:  
Shirt and trousers, 
Prada; shoes, 
model’s own

Her: 
Dress, bag and 
shoes, all Bottega 
Veneta; bangles, 
Prada

  
Top and 

skirt, Versace



Jacket and 
pants, Versace; 

clutch and 
sandals, Gucci



Dress, belt and 
shoes, Gucci; 
bangles, Prada

Him:  
Shirt and 
trousers, Prada

Her: 
Jumpsuit, 
Gucci; 
bangles, Prada



make uP Erica VEllini
hair Franco cHEssa

moDel anastazja 
niEmEn/ElitE milano and 

joHn mcnEill/FasHion 
modEl managEmEnt

locaTion grand HotEl 
trEmEzzo, italy

Him:  
Shirt, jacket and 

trousers, all Prada

Her: 
Dress and 

bangles, Prada


